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ABSTRACT
A simple two-dimensional (2-D) numerical control volume,formulationis presented that can be used to modelheat
transfer througha vertical insulated glazing unit. This model
accounts for natural convectionof the fill gas (including the
effect of secondarycells), conductionwithin the solid mate.rials, and radiant exchange between the various surfaces
,[acing the.fill-gas cavity. This modelclosely reproducesaverage and local heat transfer rates measured using a
guarded heater plate apparatus° Simulations clearly show
that fill-gas motion causes the minimumindoor surface temperature (during cold weather) to be located at the bottom
edge of the indoor glazing. Calculatedresults were also used
to gain insights into heat transfer patterns in glazing systems
with various combinationsof low-emissivity coatings, ,fill
gases, and edge-seal designs.
INTRODUCTION
Windows
play a major role in governing the energy consumptionof both residential and commercialbuildings. They
accountfor a significant portion of the envelopeheat transfer
andvi~luallyall of the solar gain. Asa result, a significant effort has been madeto design energy-efficient windows,and
the advances made through the implementation of low-emissivity (low-e) coatings and substitute fill gases have transformedthe industry.
It is common
for sealed, insulated glazing units (IGUs)
to exhibit condensationproblemswhenoperated in cold climates. Damagingaccumulations of water, frost, and ice can
form along the perimeter of the exposed surface of the indoor glazing because of the thermal short circuit caused by
the edge seal. Condensation most readily forms along the
bottomedge of the indoor glazing because this is where the
conductive effect of the edge seal is augmentedby local
cooling caused by fill-gas motion.
The research described here consists of a combination
of computer modeling and experimentation. Measurements
of heat transfer rates through a vai’iety of glazing systems
showedthat consistent differences could be found between
the heat fluxes occurring near the top and bottom edges of
glazing systems. These differences can be explained qualita-

tively by considering the motionof the fill gas but could only
be quantified experimentally. Therefore, the goal of this undertaking was to formulate and test a computer modelthat
accounts for the conduction, radiant exchange, and fill-gas
motion within glazing systems. The comparison of calculated and measuredresults serves not only to validate the
modelbut also demonstratesclearly that fill-gas convection
in an IGUcauses the minimumindoor glazing temperature
to occur at the bottomedge of the glazing. Additional modeling can be used to predict condensationresistance values for
windowsthat are in the design process or undergoing scrutiny for certification.
BACKGROUND
Heat transfer through manyglazing systems has been
measuredusing a guarded heater plate apparatus (Wright and
Sullivan 1987a, 1987b, 1988). This apparatus consists primarily of two parallel copper plates (each 635 mmby 635
mmby 12.7 mm[25 in. by 25 in. by 0.5 in.]), positioned facing each other, that can be maintainedat different but constant te~nperatures. The warmcopper plate contains three
guarded heater plates (each 200 mmby 200 mm[7.875 in.
by 7.875 in.]) that lie in recesses located in a row across the
center of the warmcopper plate. They are embeddedin such
a waythat the flat face of each heater plate is flush with the
surface of the warmcopper. Each heater plate is made of
copper. Thus, the warmplate appears to be flat and continuous. It is possible to measureheat transfer that occurs over
the face of each guardedheater plate.
IGUs tested in the guarded heater plate apparatus are
built to the sameface dimensionsas the copper plates. Each
unit is clampedbetweenthe copper plates. In order to promote good thermal contact, sheets of neoprene (rubber) are
placed between the IGU and the copper plates. Measurementsare usually madewith the plates held vertically so
that the three measurementsof heat flux correspondto areas
near the top, middle, and bottomof the IGU.
It was common
for tests to be carried out with an interest only in the heat transfer rate measuredat the middle
heater plate because this provides a goodmeasureof the center-glass U-factor. However,two interesting effects can be
seen whenthe heat transfer rates measuredat all three heater
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plates are exatnined. First, the heat flux at the top and bottom
heater plates wasconsistently greater than the heat transfer at
the middle heater plate. This happensbecause the low thermal resistance of the edge seals allows moreheat transfer at
the perimeter of the IGUthan in the center-glass area. Second, the heat transfer measuredat the bottom heater plate
was always greater than the heat transfer at the top heater
plate. Gas in the interpane cavity flows upward near the
warmglazing and downwardnear the cold glazing. The descending gas becomesprogressively colder. At the bottom of
the cavity this cold fill gas turns and comesin direct contact
with the bottom of the warmglazing as it starts its ascent.
Thus, natural convection of the fill gas increases the heat
transfer from the bottom heater plate but not from the top
heater plate. It is this medium/low/high
progression of heat
transfer at the top/middle/bottomheater plates that was expected in results obtained from the numerical simulation of
an IGUinstalled in the guardedheater plate apparatus.
THE COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
In order to enable a direct comparison between
calculated and measured average and local heat transfer
rates, a 2-D modelwas configured to simulate a glazing system under the conditions of a guardedheater plate test. Details of the problemdomainand pertinent nomenclatureare
shownin Figure I. The glazings are separated from the isothermal boundaries(i.e., the copper plates) by two sheets
neoprene robber and the top and bottom ends of the problem
domainare assumedto be adiabatic~
The glazing system model was developed by extending
an existing and proven model(Wright 1990; Wright and Sullivan 1994)for natural convectionof gas in a tall, vertical,
rectangular cavity. The natural convection model was extended to solve for the temperature and heat flux distributions in double-pane glazing system assemblies.
Modifications required to modelthis compositeproblem domain involved the additional consideration of conductive
heat transfer in the solid sections (Le., glazings and edge
seals) and the exchangeof energy by thermal radiation betweenthe surfaces exposedto the interpane cavity. The followingsubsections describe the convection, conduction, and
radiant exchangemodels. The description of the natural convection model is brief because detailed documentation can
be found in the literature (Wrightand Sullivan 1994).
Fill-Gas Convection
The natural convection modelconsists of a numerical
(control volume)solution of the differential equations that
describe the conservation of energy, horizontal and vertical
momentum,and mass. The numerical algorithm used to
solve these four equations, called SIMPLEC
(Vandoorrnaal
and Raithby 1984), is an extension of the semi-implicit
methodfor pressure-linked equations (SIMPLE),described
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by Patankar (1980). SIMPLEC
consists of an iterative "coefficient update loop" within which each of the four required
conservation equations is solved in sequence. The only extension to the SIMPLEC
procedure was the additive correction method (ACM)of Hutchinson and Raithby (1986),
which was used to speed convergence.
The velocity and heat transfer solutions for fill-gas flow
in a vertical windowcavity are determined largely by the
Rayleigh number(Ra). In the case of a fixed-pane spacing
and a specified fill-gas composition,Rais proportional to the
temperature difference between the cavity walls. Ra typically does not exceed 12,000 under severe winter conditions
in windowsdesigned with optimumpane spacing. Various
research studies have shownthat in addition to the primary
or base flow of fill gas that exists at low Ra, a stationary
"cat’s eye" pattern of secondarycells can be expected in the
core of the flow whenRa exceeds a critical value (Wright
and Sullivan 1989a). Bergholtz (1978) provided a means
which this critical Rayleigh numbercould be easily calculated and showedthat cells can be expected for Ra > 5,600 in
tall windowcavities. The natural convection modelused in
this study incorporates a unique flow perturbation scheme
that induces secondary cells whenRa is sufficiently high
(Wright 1990; Wright and Sullivan 1994).
Solid Sections
The solid sections included in the problemdomainconsist of two sheets of neoprene, two sheets of glass, and two
edge seals. Eachof these three solids was treated as a homogeneousmaterial.
The control volumearrangement was laid out to incorporate the glazing system materials and neoprene mats. The
x-direction index, i, begins and ends at i = ib and i = ie, respectively. The ib and ie control volumescorrespond to the
layers of neoprene.The glazings are located at i = ib + 1 and
i = ie - 1. The cavity includes control volumesfrom i = ibc =
ib + 2 to i = iec = ie - 2. The edge seals are uniformlysplit
into the samenumberof horizontal divisions as the interpane
cavity (i.e., 25 columnsof control volumes).The grid aspect
ratio in the cavity was set at Agrid = 5 and the samevertical
subdivision used in the cavity was used for the glazing and
neoprene materials adjacent to the cavity. The edge seals
weredivided into nseal vertical divisions such that the size of
the seal control volumeswas about the same as that of the
cavity control volumes(usually nseal = 5). The samevertical
divisions were used to set up control volumesin the glazings
and neopreneadjacent to the edge seals. The y-direction in-dex, j, runs from j =jb toj =je over the entire problemdomainand fromje =jbc toj =jec over the height of the cavity.
Someof the glazing systems tested contained edge seals
built up from more than one component(i.e., spacer, sealants, etc.). The simulation modeltreated the edge seal as
single, homogeneous
material. In order to be realistic, the
thermal conductivity assigned to the fictitious seal material,
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with the thermal boundary conditions
(see Figure 1) applied at the outer edges.
This step in the coefficient update loop
generated a temperaturesolution for all
control volumes. However,the velocity
boundary conditions, used in solving
balances to conserve momentumand
mass, were applied at the walls of the
cavity. Thus, the natural convectionvelocity field in the cavity was generated
for nonuniform temperature distributions at the cavity walls and all velocities at locations outside the cavity were
set to zero.
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Application of the energy balance across the composite
problem domainrequired care to ensure that the heat flux
wascorrectly calculated at surfaces betweenmaterials of different thermal conductivity. Fortunately, such surfaces only
exist where the velocity is zero; in these locations, bookkeepmgis only required to keep track of heat transfer by
conduction. The conductive heat flux at such control volume
faces was calculated according to the procedure outlined by
Patankar (1980). For example, at a surface on the west wall
of the interpane cavity (as shownin Figure 2), the surface
temperature, Tsu@is given by
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wheretg and Axare the thicknesses of the glass and the fillgas control volume adjacent to the glass surface,
respectively, and kg andk are the conductivities of the glass
and fill gas, respectively. The corresponding surface heat
flux, qsurf, is givenby
k
qs,,d = 2-g(Tibc_l,j-TsurS ) = 2.k--’(Ts,,rs-Tibcj).

(2)

THERMAL RADIATION MODEL

Figure 1

Two-dimensional glazing system thermal anal
ysis geometry.

kseal, was based on thermal resistance measurementsmade
using edge-seal samples tested in the guarded heater plate
apparatus (Wright and Sullivan 1989b; Wright 1989, 1990).
The solution procedure used to model the composite
problem was not complicated. One unique detail concerned
the way in which the boundaryconditions were applied. The
energy balance was applied over the entire problem domain,
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Figure 1 showsthe fill-gas cavity. Eachof the four cavity walls can be divided into finite surfaces---each of which
emits, reflects, and absorbs thermal radiation. The incident
radiative flux (or irradiance) at the pth surface is denotedHp
and can be expressed as
Hp= ~p v~nbAnbEnb_pBnb

(3)

where the summationis carried out for all of the "visible
neighbor"wall surfaces (i.e., for all surfaces from whichradiation can reach surface p). Anb is the surface area of a
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glass

coupled with the assumptionof diffuse emission, lends itself
to analytical treatment (Sparrow and Cess 1976). In accordancewith this method,the reflectances of the vertical walls
were split into specular and diffuse componentsas shownin
Equation 6:

gas

p = 1 -~= +psp d~

(6)

Using this formulation for reflectance, Bnb can be expressed as the sum of emitted flux (surface temperature
Tsudinb)and the diffusely reflected portion of the irradiance:
~1
d
B,,b = ~,,b~T£,,rf.,b+ 9,,bH,b"

(7)

By combining Equations 5 and 7 and rearranging, one obtains the following:

Equation8 can be expressed,for all surfaces of the cavity, in
matrix format:

qsurf

[A] [H] = [7]

(9)

wherethe transpose of [/4] is given by
[H]’= (H1,H2, 3 . ...

Surface heat flux and temperatureat the cavity
wall.

neighbor surface, Enb_p is the geometric exchange factor
froma neighborsurface to surface p, and Bnbis the radiative
flux leaving (i.e., the radiosity at) the neighborsurface. Using the reciprocity relation,
AnbEnb_p
= ApEp_nb
,

(4)

Equation3 can be simplified:

He =

If all surfaces are treated as diffusely emitting and reflecting, then the exchangefactors, Ep_nb, are equal to the
more familiar geometric radiative shape factors, Fp_nb.
However,it was thought possible that an appreciable portion
of the radiation reflected from a glass surface wouldbe refleeted in a specular manner--especially if a low-e coating
were present. It has been shownthat subdivision of the hemispheric reflectance into specular and diffuse components,
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(10)

and the entries of the pth rowof the coefficient matrix, [A],
are given by the left-hand side of Equation 8. The pth entry
of the columnvector, [7], is given by the right-hand side of
Equation 8. The solution to Equation 10 can be expressed in
terms of the inverse of [A]:

t=tbc

Figure 2

)

[HI = [A]-1[7].

(11)

Notice that [A] is a function of optical properties and geometry but does not dependon surface temperatures. It needs to
be solved only once for a given cavity and selected set of
surfaces. (In fact, the computercode does not invert the [A]
matrix, but reaches the same end by calculating its LUdecomposition.Details can be found in chapter 2 of Press et al.
[1986].) The [7] vector is a function of the surface temperatures. Therefore, for a given distribution of surface temperatures, [7] can be generated and the solution for [H] using
Equation11 requires little computertime.
The exchange factors, Ep_nb , also need only be
calculated once for a given geometry.Significant simplification in the calculation of Ep_nbfollows from the fact that 9s
is constant over all of the individual surface subdivisionsthat
comprise each of the walls and from the assumption that pS
can be set to zero for the horizontal walls+ Considerthe calculation required if surfacep is on the west wall of the cavity
and the neighbor surface being considered is on the opposite
wall. Figure 3 showsthis geometry.It can be seen that Ep_nb
is
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tion of Equation 8 at each surface requires the solution of
2(n+m)simultaneous equations--yielding 2(n+m) values
Hp.This procedurealso entails the calculation and storage of
2 values of Ep_nb. It was recognized that the comput2(n+m)
ing requirements would be unnecessarily excessive if the
surfaces specified for the radiation solution directly matched
the control volumegrid used for the convection and conduction portionsof the analysis (ioe, n ~ 250, rn ~ 25)
Fortunately, there is a large section awayfrom the ends
of the cavity (the center-glass section) wherethe temperatures of the vertical walls were expected to be isothermal. It
was assumed that the center-glass portion of each glazing
could be treated as a single surface for the purpose of applying Equation 8. These large center-glass surfaces were delimited according to the ASHRAE
definition of center-glass
area--exposed faces of finite control volumesstarting more
than 65 mmfrom the sight line were included in the centerglass surface. In the edge-glassportions of the cavity, the individual exposed faces of the control volumeswere used in
the analysis of radiation exchange. This approach reduced
the numberof Hp variables by a factor of about 4 and reducedthe required storage for Ep_nb by a factor of morethan
10.
Once the irradiance at each enclosure surface was
known,the net flux of radiant energy into the surface, Sp,
could be found:
Sp =

Figure 3

Ep-nb

Exampleof geometry for calculation of Ep_nb
radiative exchangefactor.
= Fp-,,b

+ i~=l

(Pw)

(P~)

F(Zi)p-,,b

(12)

wherep~Sand pEs are the specular reflectance values for the
west and east vertical walls, respectively. F(2i)p_nb is the
geometricshape factor from surface p to the mirror imageof
surface nb after 2i reflections in the vertical walls. Each
Fp_nbwas computedusing Hottel’s crossed-string rule (Siegel and Howell 1972), and Equation 12 (or one of several
similar equations) was applied by including the first 100
terms in the summation.Knowingthat all radiation leaving
any surface must eventually be absorbed or diffusely reflected at somesurface, the accuracy of the calculated exchange factors was verified using the following check-sum:

XEo_,,b(1- 0;’ib)
=

vnb r

for anysurface,p.
If the fill-gas cavity is boundedby n gray surfaces on
each vertical wall and msurfaces on each horizontal wall and
their temperaturesare taken as being fixed, then the applica-
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8p (Hp-CyT4surf,
p).

(14)

Sp was included as a fixed energy source in the energy balance of the wall control volumes. The rate of energy generation per unit volume,S, at any wall control volumeis

s = An
where An is the dimension of the control volumenormal to
the wall. The validity of the source terms was examinedduring each simulation by summingenergy generation at the
cavity wall control volumes. This total should be zero. Sp
and S were updated at each iteration of the coefficient loop
after the generation of a newtemperaturefield.
SOLUTION CONVERGENCE
The 2-D glazing system simulation software was coded
in a Fortran program called IGU-2D(Wright 1990). The
SIMPLEC
algorithm used to generate a numerical solutionis
iterative in nature and the criterion for solution convergence
in this case wasbasedon the calculation of total heat transfer
through the glazing system, Q. The IGUwas subdivided into
29 columnsof control volumes. Therefore, it was possible to
calculate Q at 30 vertical cuts in the problemdomain. Once
the converged solution has been reached, these estimates of
Q should be equal because adiabatic surfaces were pre-
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scribed at the top and bottom boundaries. Q was calculated
at the right-hand edge of the ith columnof control volumes
using
Q = Qraa+~=ibqijAyj_

(16)

where
Orad

= net amount of thermal radiation energy crossing the vertical cut fromright to left (it can be
determined by summingthe rate of energy generation due to source terms at wall control volumesto the left of the vertical cut) and
= nonradiative, right-to-left heat flux throughthe
right-hand face of the (i,j)th control volume.
This heat flux, for vertical control volume
faces within the cavity, is given by

The output from each pair of simulations showed very
little or no difference in all reported quantities. For example,
the local heat fluxes calculated for the areas correspondingto
the locations of the guardedheater plates differed at mostin
the fourth significant digit. Plotted heat flux and temperature
profiles appeared to be identical. It was concludedthat the
diffuse/specular longwavereflection split at the gl.azing cavity surfaces has no significant bearing on heat transfer in
glazing units. All surfaces were subsequently modeledas
purely diffuse reflectors.
COMPARISON WITH MEASUREDHEAT FLUX

Seven glazing systems were tested using the guarded
heater plate apparatus and modeled using IGU-2D.All except one had low-e coatings. Twounits had argon fill gas.
The set of edge seals incorporated in the test units was purposely chosen to span a wide range of thermal resistance.
|’
)
They included the highly conductive conventional (alumiqi, j =f3-(-Ti+ i- Ti, i k
Ax
numspacer bar) edge seals, corrugated-strip edge seals 1 with
(17)
intermediate thermal resistance, and spacers made from
strips of rigid insulating foam. The various data needed to
describe the glazing systemsare listed in Tablel.
Note that c~ and 13 are upwindingcoefficients calculated
In order to simulate glazing systems installed in the
as a function of local fluid velocities for the purposeof evalguarded heater plate apparatus, the top and bottom edges of
uating the temperature and temperature gradient of the fill
each glazing system were treated as adiabatic surfaces.
gas at each of the control volumefaces. A gooddiscussion of
Whenmeasurements were undertaken, these same surfaces
upwindingcoefficients can be found in Patankar (1980) and
were well insulated and it was assumed that any heat flux
details of howthey were used in this particular study can be
through the ends of the glazing system wouldbe very small
found in Wright (1990) and Wright and Sullivan (1994)~
in relation to the heat flux betweenthe glazings through the
the case of control volumefaces along the cavity walls, qid
edge seals. Thus, measurementerrors due to the nonadiawas calculated according to Equation2.
batic end condition were assumedto be negligible° However,
Duringeach executionof IGU--2D,the rate of heat transthis may not have been the case for measurements taken
fer was calculated at the 30 vertical cuts and the maximum when highly insulating foam spacers were used. The same
and minimumof these values, Qmaxand Qmin, respectively,
foamthat was used for edge spacers was also used to insulate
were noted. Iteration of the coefficient update loop was terthe edge of the test section. Therefore, even thoughthe posminated whenQmax and Qmin differed by less than 0.1%.
sibility of a calculation/measurement mismatchwas foreseen, it was decided that the foam spacers should be
PRELli~INARY RESULTS
simulated because of the insight to be gained by exatnining
the heat flux patterns in systems with highly insulated edge
Four preliminary simulation runs were carried out in orseals and because of the chancethat the nonadiabatic experider to examinethe sensitivity of the solution to the specular/
mental boundary condition was unimportant or that its imdiffuse split chosenfor the longwavereflect ivities of the verpact might be quantified.
tical cavity surfaces. Twoglazing systems were modeled: a
Figure 4 shows a sample solution (glazing unit 3)
conventional double-glazed unit and a similar unit with a
heat flux at the right-hand edge of the problemdomain(Le.,
soft, low-e coating. Both glazing units had corrugated-strip
at the vertical surfiace where T = Th). This surface correedge seals and the fill gas was air. Twosimulations were run
sponds to the face of the hot copper plate in the guarded
for each glazing system. Highlyspecular reflectance properheater plate apparatus. The heat flux from the hot copper
ties were used in one simulation and purely diffuse reflecplate is shownas a function of distance from the bottom of
tances wereused in the other~ I n the specular runs, the glass
the glazing unit. Glazing unit 3 was built with conventional
surfaces were modeled with 9s = 0.15 and pd= 0.01; the
edge seals that contain aluminum spacer bars. Figure 4
low-e surfaces were modeledwith ps = 0.90 and 9d = 0.01.
showsthat the lowthermal resistance of this edgeseal results
In the diffuse runs, the glass surfaces were modeledwith pS
= 0.0 and pd = 0.16; the low-e surfaces were modeledwith pS
IThis is a commercially
available edgeseal consistingof a corrugated aluminum
spacer strip embedded
in a strip of sealant.
= 0.0 and pd=0.91~
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TABLE1
CalculatedandMeasuredGlazingSystemHeat Flux Results
,~Tvv

~:

w~

t~

%

[~l

[~]

3.175

3.94

0.827

fi~ g~ a~, no coa~gs
2) 19.39 12.41 9.53 0.53

3.175

2.84

0.096 0.827

~ gas ~
3) 19.12 14.12 11.05 2.56

1.524

3.3

0.047 0.054

~I ~ ~gon
4) 11.38 11.96 11.3

2.12

3.175

3.91

0.~4

0.054

~ gas ~gon
5) 27.42 16.0 25.4

0.035

1.524

5.59

0.07

0.579

~I ~ ~
6) 27.34 13.0

25.4

0.035

1.524

5.59

0.07

0.579

~ g~ ~
7) 14.86 13.0

25.4

0.035

1.524

5.59

0.07

0.579

~
[°Cl [~l [~1
~/
m-~
1) 18.88 12.13 9.53 ~.52

~ g~

e~

e~

~

~
~/m2l
Top/~d~e/Bo~om
96.9
90.1
95.3
89.4
105.7
96.7
49.0
45.1
47.0
~.1
58.9
55.0
32.1
33.5
28.7
28.0
45.7
45.6
24.4
24.5
19.7
19.9
27.67
27. I
56.5
44.9
62.7
56.1
89.0
87.2
60.8
50.2
61.2
59.6
83.7
82.6
32.3
26.6
30.6
30.2
38.7
38.7

Notes: 1) C~b~flon of neoprene ~: ~=0.17 W/m.K for 1.524 ~ ma~
~d ~=0.19 W/m.K for 3.175 ~ ma~.
2) kseal was based on seal dimensions and measured linear
conductance, klm, values found in Wright and Sullivan (1989b).
klin=0.41 W/m-K
(corrugated strip seals) for units I and 2; klm=2.0
W/m.K(conventional seals) for units 3 and 4. Units 5, 6 and
had rigid insulating foam spacers without sealant and kseai=0.035
W/m.Kwas taken directly from the manufacturer’s literature.
Emissivities of seals, aseal, and low-e coatings, £le, were measured
using a Gier-Dunkel DB-100Infrared Reflectometer.
2) near the top
in a very high heat flux (in excess of 600 W/m
and bottom edges of the glazing unit. Heat flux through the
center-glass area is constant except for the small variation
caused by the secondary cells. The asymmetrybetween the
top and bottomedge-glassareas is a result of the fill-gas motion.
Figure 4 also showsthree average values of the calculated heat flux correspondingto the locations of the guarded
heater plates where heat transfer was experimentally metered. These results can be directly comparedto measured
heat flux results. The medium/low/highprogression of heat
flux found at the top/middle/bottomheater plates is typical
of measuredvalues taken for manyglazing units tested using
the guarded heater plate apparatus. The middle heater plate
area provides a representative measureof center-glass heat
ASHRAETransactions: Symposia

flux. The heat flux from the top and bottom heater plates is
augmentedby the thermal short circuit at the edge seal, and
the motionof the fill gas further increases the heat flux from
the bottomheater plate.
Twosets of heater-plate-area heat flux results are included in Table 1 for each glazing system--one set calculated and one set measured. Each set consists of heat flux
data for the top, middle, and bottomheater plates. The same
results are presented in bar-chart format in Figure 5.
Units 1 and 2
The first two glazing units for which results are shown
in Figure 5 were built using corrugated-strip edge seals. The
fill gas wasair. Unit 1 had no coatings but unit 2 had a soft,
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low-e coating. Secondarycells were not expected and were
not modeledfor either of these glazing units. These units
were tested at about the sameternperature difference but unit
2 allowed about half as muchheat transfer’ as unit 1 because
of’ the low-ecoating. The diffbrence betweenheat flux at the
center and bottom heater plates was greater for unit 2 because the low-e coating suppresses center-glass heat transfer
but does not alter the thermal resistance of the edgeseals.
The calculated heat flux results consistently underpredieted the measureddata fi~om units 1 and 2 by about 7%.
This level of discrepancyis not unreasonablebut the fact that
it exists for both units and is independentof heater plate location suggests that improvementmight be possible if the
reason(s) for the difference were known. In addition
showing good agreement with the measured heat flux data,
the trend in the calculated results closely follows the top/
middle/bottomheater plate trend that was found in the measurements.
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The agreement between calculated and measured heat
flux in these glazing units was excellent. The heater plate
heat flux was predicted to within 2%in five of the six cases.
Arrowsmarkedin Figure 5 indicate the difference in calculated heat flux resulting from the presence of secondary
cells. The results for unit 3 showthat Ra was low enoughso
that the secondary cells had little impact on the heat flux.
The presence of cells augmentedthe heat flux at the top and
middleheater plates by about 4%but caused little change (a
very slight decrease) at the bottomheater plate.
Again, the customary top/middle/bottom trend in heat
flux was observed because of the highly conductive edge
seals. Note that the bottom heater plate heat flux was about
50%higher than the heat flux at the middleheater plate for
units 3 and 4. The correspondingdifference for units 1 and 2
was only about 25%because they were built with the less
conductivecorrugated-strip edge seals.
Unit 3 was tested with about the same temperature difference used to test units 1 and 2. By examiningthe heat flux
at the center heater plate, it can be seen that the thermal resistance at the center of the test section was approximately
doubledby the addition of the low-e coating. The subsequent
use of argon fill-gas almost doubled the thermal resistance
again.
Units 5, 6, and7
Test units 5, 6, and 7 each containeda soft, low-ecoating and had air as the fill gas. Thesethree units did not incorporate commercial edge seals. Instead, the glazings were
separated at their edgesby strips of rigid, insulating foam.
Nosealant was used. Thus, the edge seal consisted of a single material with an extremely low thermal conductivity.
Units 5, 6, and 7 do not exhibit the top/middle/bottom
trend in heat flux usually found in glazing systems because
the low-conductivity spacers do not drive the heat flux up
drastically at the top and bottom.Consequently,the heat flux
at the top heater plate is about the sameas, or mayeven be
less than, the heat flux at the middleheater plate. It is interesting that the creation of cells in units 5 and 6 decreasedthe
heat flux at the bottomheater plate.
The calculated and measuredheat fluxes for unit 5 do
not agree as well as the results for any of the other units. The
heat flux measuredat the center heater plate was 23%higher
than the heat flux calculated without secondary cells. This
discrepancywas cut in half after cells were introduced. The
reason for the disparity can be understoodby noting that the
relatively large pane spacing and high temperature difference resulted in Ra being well in excess of the range of Ra
for which the convection modelwas intended ( Ra ~ 16, 000,
based on center-glass temperature difference across the cavity). Onthe basis of results shownin Wright and Sullivan
(1994), it can be seen that the numerical convection model
wouldunderpredict the heat transfer rate by almost 20%at
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Ra = 16,000 if no cells were present and that only half of the
difference wouldbe madeup if cells were induced.
The shnulation results for units 6 and 7 closely match
the measuredheat fluxes for the bottom and middle heater
plates. In these locations, discrepancies were 3%or less. In
contrast, the heat flux at the top heater plate was underpredicted by 21%in both units 6 and 7. Notice that the top heat
flux was also underpredicted by about 25%for unit 5. This
difficulty in calculatingheat flux at the top heater plate exists
only for units 5, 6, and 7--the units with highly insulating
edgespacers. Thespecific reason for this is not clear but it is
likely that this problemis linked to the adiabatic boundary
assumption. Fortunately, the model does not exhibit the
same difficulty whenmore conventional edge seals are used
or at the bottomof the glazing system, where the heat flux
and temperatureprofiles are of greatest interest.
HEAT FLUX IN THE GLAZING CAVITY
Having completed the comparison of calculated and
measuredheat fluxes at the problemboundaryit is instructive to study the simulationresults for details about heat flux
within the glazing unit itself. Test units 1, 2, 3, and 7 were
chosen for examination because they include glazing systems with and without a low-e coating, with and without argon fill-gas,
and all three variations in edge-seal
conductance. Units 1, 2, and 3 were tested at approximately
the same temperature difference, facilitating the comparison
of heat flux results. The simulationresults for units 1, 2, 3,
and 7 were assumed to be accurate on the basis of the
comparisonspresented in the previous section,
Figures 6, 7, 8, and 9 showthe local x-direction heat
flux, q(y), plotted as a function of distance from the bottom
of the glazing systemfor a vertical surface located at the hot
wall of the cavity (i.e., x = t n + tg + Ix). Figures6 through9
showresults for test units 1, 2, 3, and 7, respectively. Each
figure includes two curves, with the higher curve showing
total heat flux and the lower curve showingthe radiative
component. The hash marks on the lower curve delimit the
center-glass portion of the glazing systemas specified in the
analysis of radiative exchange, which in all cases corre.sponds to the center-glass area defined by ASHRAE.
The
sight lines are located wherethe radiative heat flux becomes
zero and the total heat flux rises sharply.
Figure 6 showsheat flux results for a conventional double-glazed IGUwith corrugated-strip edge seals (unit 1). The
heat flux is constant over the center-glass area, and radiative
exchangeconstitutes the majority of the center-glass heat
transfer. In the bottom edge-glass area, the heat flux increases because of the fill-gas motion. Heat flux through the
2 and is significantly
edge seals peaks at more than 400 W/m
higher than the heat flux through any portion of the sight
area.
Unit 2 was similar to unit 1 except that a low-e coating
was included in unit 2. These two units can be comparedby
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examiningFigures 6 and 7. The pattern of heat flux is similar
for units 1 and 2 but the total center-glass and edge-glass
heat flux has been substantially reduced because the low-e
coating has virtually eliminatedthe radiative heat flux in unit
2. In contrast, the peakedge-sealheat flux is greater in unit 2
2) than it wasin unit 1. It is interesting
(in excess of 500W/m
that the increased edge-seal heat flux results from the presence of the low-e coating. The increase in edge-glass and
center-glass thermal resistance imposesa larger temperature
difference across the edgeseals.
Units 2 and 3 can be comparedby examiningthe results
in Figures 7 and 8. T~e differences betweenthese units include a switch from corrugated-strip to conventional edge
seals and the presenceof argonfill-gas instead of air. Again,
the low-ecoating limits the radiative heat flux to a small portion of the total. Thesecondarycells in unit 3 create a ripple
in the heat flux distribution. The use of argon in unit 3 has
reduced the center-glass and edge-glass heat flux. The use of
conventionaledgeseals and the relatively high thermal resistance of the sight area-havecaused the peak heat flux in the
~.
edge seals to be in excess of 1,000 W/m
Figure 9 showsheat flux results for unit 7. Unit 7 was
similar to unit 2 except for the use of insulating foaminstead
of the corrugated-strip edge seals. Unit 7 was tested at a
lower temperature difference (ATpp = 14.9°C versus
19.4°C). The center-glass thermal resistance of unit 7 was
approximatelythe same as that for unit 2. The effect of the
insulating foamspacer used in unit 7 is apparent in that the
2, which is an order of
peak heat flux did not exceed 90 W/m
magnitudeless than the peak heat flux found in unit 3. Away
from the cavity wall, the edge-seal heat flux drops to almost
the level of the center-glass heat flux. The asymmetry
of the
heat flux distribution caused by the fill-gas motionis highly
pronouncedin the results shownfor unit 7.
Several observations can be maderegarding results that
are common
to Figures 6 through 9. In each case the radiant
heat flux distribution did not showa discontinuity at the
junction of the edge-glass and center-glass areas. This result
supports the validity of lumpingthe center-glass control volumesurfaces together for the purpose of the radiative exchange model. The simulations also seemto give credence to
the ASHRAE
definition of center-glass area in that heat flux
results were very close to being constant within the centerglass limits, but this maybe misleading because of the isothermal boundaryconditions imposedby the guarded heater
plate apparatus. In all cases, the heat flux profiles were
asymmetric,with the natural convectionof the fill gas causing the bottom edge-glass heat flux to be significantly
greater than the center-glass or top edge-glass heat flux. This
asymmetryis most evident in units with highly insulating
edge seals. This augmentation of heat flux at the bottom
edge of the sight area correspondsto the location of the minimumindoor glazing temperature where the onset of condensation occurs during cold weather.
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TEMPERATURE PROFILES
AT THE WARMGLAZING
Temperatureprofiles, T(y) versus y, have been produced
for a plane at the hot vertical wall of the glazing cavity. This
surface is the same vertical cut at whichheat flux profiles
were given in Figures 6 through 9. Figures 10 through 13
showtemperatureprofiles for units 1, 2, 3, and 7 that correspondto Figures 6 through 9, respectively.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 showthat the center-glass temperature drewprogressively closer to the hot plate temperature as the center-glass thermal resistance of the glazing
system increased. The same effect is apparent in windows
exposed to the enVironment. Glazing systems with higher
thermal resistance exhibit higher indoor glazing temperatures in cold weather and are less susceptible to condensation.
The location of the minimumindoor pane temperature is
at (or very near) the bottomsight line. The extremeedges
the indoor glazing mayexist at a lower temperature, but the
glass outside the sight line is generally not exposedto the indoor air after being installed in a sash. Condensationforms
first at the bottomsight line. Thesight line temperaturepredictions resulting fromsimulation of the guardedheater plate
configuration offer no quantitative information regarding
windowsexposed to more realistic conditions, but qualitative observations can be made.
ExaminingFigures 9 through 13, the minimumtemperature at the bottomsight line was consistently lower than the
temperatureat the top sight line. This difference wouldnot
have been evident if the motion of the fill gas had not been
modeled. The difference between the top and bottom sight
line temperatures was less than I°C in all four cases. This
difference wouldbe greater if the glazing system were exposed to the indoor environmentrather than being held close
to an isothermalplate.
In the three units constructed with commercial edge
seals (see Figures 10, 11, and 12) the temperature of the
warmglazing continued to drop along the edge seal below
the bottomsight line. This is consistent with the heat flux
profiles shownin Figures 6, 7, and 8, where the heat flux
also was also found to decrease across the face of the edge
seal. Onlyin the glazing systemwith insulating foamspacers
(shown in Figure 13) was an increase in temperature found
belowthe bottomsight line.
CONCLUSIONS
A model has been formulated for the numerical simulation of heat transfer in glazing systems. This modelincludes
the 2-D treatment of glazing and edge-seal conduction, the
exchangeof thermal radiation betweenthe glazings, and natural convectionof the fill gas (inc!uding secondarycells if
needed). Simulation results pertain to both the center-glass
and edge-glass areas of the glazing system.
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Guarded heater plate measurementshave been found to
agree well with calculated heat flux values for a numberof
glazing systems with a wide variety of glazing system and
edge-seal components.Simulation results have provided insights regarding the heat flux patterns and temperature profiles inside these glazing systems. The importanceof fill-gas
motion in determining the minimumindoor pane temperature has been demonstrated.
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